Towards Generation, Management, and Exploration of Combined Radiomics and Pathomics Datasets for Cancer Research
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Abstract. Cancer is a complex multifactorial disease state and the ability to anticipate and steer treatment results will require information synthesis across multiple scales from the host to the molecular level. Radiomics and Pathomics, where image features are extracted from routine diagnostic Radiology and Pathology studies, are also evolving as valuable diagnostic and prognostic indicators in cancer. This information explosion provides new opportunities for integrated, multi-scale investigation of cancer, but also mandates a need to build systematic and integrated approaches to manage, query and mine combined Radiomics and Pathomics data. In this paper, we describe a suite of tools and web-based applications towards building a comprehensive framework to support the generation, management and interrogation of large volumes of Radiomics and Pathomics feature sets and the investigation of correlations between image features, molecular data, and clinical outcome.

1. Introduction

The ability to precisely determine the sub-type of a cancer and consequently predict outcome and response to treatment are the two pillars of precision medicine for cancer diagnostics and therapeutics. This requires integration and interpretation of information obtained from multiple types of data. Image features play a crucial role in creating powerful, predictive cancer characterizations and are a key component of the increasingly complex landscape of information relevant to cancer diagnosis and treatment. Molecular cancer characterizations often inform prognosis and options for targeted therapy, but few treatment decisions hinge on this information alone. In virtually all cases, Pathology and Radiology information is a crucial component in decision-making. Furthermore, features derived from Pathology and Radiology images combined with molecular and clinical information, has the promise of leading to machine learning driven in-silico test beds to compare treatment options.

Many researchers have developed methods to extract image features from Radiology or digital Pathology studies and to link these features to outcome predictions and molecular characterizations [1–29]. The field of biomedical imaging is evolving towards an “omics” approach with the goal of quantification and characterization of large collections of imaging features. The emerging field of Radiomics aims to provide a comprehensive quantification of tumor properties at macro-scales through high-throughput generation and interrogation of large numbers of medical imaging features [23-29]. We call its histopathology counterpart Pathomics, the process of generating, interrogating, and characterizing large volumes of quantitative features from high-resolution tissue images.

Radiomics and Pathomics characterize tumor properties at different biological scales and drive a need to understand correlations between extracted image features, genomics, and clinical outcomes. Moreover, rapid advancement in the field of Pathomics [16,30] brings the need for researchers and clinicians to be able to meaningfully interrogate Pathomics data with Radiomics data along with clinical phenotypes, which are shaped by patient demographics, genomics and outcomes.
In this paper, we describe a suite of tools and web-based applications to support integrated management and exploration of Radiomics and Pathomics data. This software suite is designed to provide user-facing interactive visual analytics and related data management support for the development of large multi-scale feature sets. Large volumes of robust imaging feature sets are crucial in both Radiomics and Pathomics to create powerful, highly predictive disease characterizations, especially cancer characterization. Scalable and flexible databases are needed to index and manage image feature sets, as both Radiomics and Pathomics feature sets can contain hundreds to thousands of feature types and Pathomics datasets contain large volumes of segmented objects. The software suite integrates flexible data models supported by an agile data management system with visual analytics and query capabilities.

The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows: (1) We demonstrate the feasibility of coordinated and combined management and exploration of Radiomics and Pathomics datasets in a common software framework and set of software components; (2) We employ emerging and state-of-the-art Web and database technologies (such as JSON and NoSQL databases, JavaScript for client-side web apps) that enable efficient management and exploration of large volumes of image features; (3) Our work presents a step towards building capabilities for integrated analysis of Radiology and Pathology image data; and (4) We demonstrate the application of the software suite in the context of Non Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) and Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) but the techniques can be used for linking Radiology, Pathology feature sets from any organ site.

2. Methods

Figure 1 shows the main components of the software suite. Images are analyzed through manual or computerized analysis pipelines to segment objects (e.g., nuclei, nodules) and compute image features for the segmented objects. The object-level features are aggregated to produce patient-level image features. The analysis results as well as related image and analysis metadata are stored and managed in a data management system (FeatureDB). Relevant patient, clinical and molecular data are also stored and linked to the analysis results in the data management system. A set of web-based applications (FeatureVis and caMicroscope) allows a researcher to (1) query feature sets stored in the data management system, (2) interactively visualize and explore correlations between multiple imaging features as well as between imaging features and molecular and clinical data, and (3) visualize segmentation results and image data.

![Figure 1](image_url). Software suite to manage and explore combined Radiomics and Pathomics data along with patient molecular and outcome information. Pathology and Radiology images are processed through respective segmentation and feature computation pipelines. The analysis results (Radiomics and Pathomics data) are loaded to the database. The user interacts with the analysis results via a set of Web-based applications and interfaces. These applications are shown in higher resolution in Figures 3-6.
2.1. FeatureDB: Database of Imaging Features

Pathomics and Radiomics image analysis pipelines can generate large volumes of shape, intensity, texture and size features. For example, an analysis pipeline on a whole slide tissue image will, on average, segment 400K to over 1 Million (M) nuclei and compute tens to hundreds of size, shape, texture and intensity features for each segmented nucleus. While some features are commonly computed in imaging studies, the specific set of features often depends on the scientific aims of a study and may change over time. This means flexible data models are needed to represent and index imaging features, and these models should be backed by scalable database systems. NoSQL database technologies have emerged to address the challenges of managing Big Data in a variety of application domains. An increasing number of NoSQL database systems support the storage, management and exchange of data as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) documents -- JSON is a lightweight, human-readable data representation and interchange format, which supports flexible and modular data representation. JSON and NoSQL systems together provide an agile data management environment by allowing for flexibility in document structures. To take advantage of these technologies, we have developed two data models to represent segmentation and feature data generated from analyses of 2-dimensional (2D) images. The first data model represents object-level features. It borrows data elements from AIM [31] and our prior work with PAIS [32] and organizes them in a model that is compliant with the GeoJSON specification [33]. It expresses segmentation results as polygons and features for each segmented object as key-value pairs. The second data model represents patient-level aggregated features -- features computed per segmented object are aggregated across all the images belonging to a given patient to calculate medians, standard deviations, etc. These two models are used to represent shape, intensity, texture and size features computed from both Radiology and Pathology 2D images. We have implemented a MongoDB database, referred to here as FeatureDB, to manage and query documents based on the two data models. This database provides a set of helper programs to load datasets and a RESTFUL service API to query and retrieve data.

2.2. FeatureVis: Visual Query and Analytics for Ad hoc Exploration of Feature Sets

The software suite includes web-based applications for coordinated spatial and feature based visual analytics. These applications support the visualization of inter-related imaging features and allow users to interactively inter-relate collections of features with images and non-imaging data such as demographics.

---
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gene alteration, prognosis and survival. For univariate feature visualization we use standard visualizations such as bar/pie charts and histograms. For multivariate feature exploration, we use visualization strategies such as Scatter Plot of Matrices. FeatureVis provides an interface going from the feature level to the population and back to individual patients or features.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the visual analytics process. In this example, the user selects one or more images (Step 1). She visualizes the correlation of a pair of features (e.g., Area vs Perimeter) at different levels of resolution (Steps 2-4). The user then visualizes the tissue region of interest (based on selection of particular area and perimeter values) along with the segmentation results as overlaid on the image (Step 5). Radiomics and Pathomics are both characterized by a very large parametric space in terms of both number of objects (e.g., nuclei, nodules) as well as number of features associated with each object. In order to speed up visual analytics queries, the data is maintained and indexed in FeatureDB. In addition, a uniformly distributed random value is assigned to a sampling hook variable (“randval”) with each of the objects when data is loaded to FeatureDB. This is done in order to enable random extraction of data sets with arbitrary sizes, while satisfying constraints about the values of each of the features. The rationale for this configuration is to enable efficient traversal of a very large feature space defined by the feature values and achieve real-time interactivity. Furthermore, this fast sampling approach enables the exploration of multivariate statistics methods that might identify meaningful associations between morphology parameters, as defined by alternative similarity metrics and amalgamating schemes for the cluster analysis. A key design decision in our implementation is the decoupling between the data layer (server-side, FeatureDB), from the analytical engine which runs entirely within the web browser (client-side, JavaScript). The client interacts with the database server through a RESTFUL API.

2.3. caMicroscope: Platform for exploring and visualizing whole slide images and segmentation results and features

The third component that facilitates the interactive exploration of feature sets is caMicroscope— a free and open source platform for visualizing digital pathology images with segmentation results and features that are overlaid on the images [34]. The segmentation results and features are retrieved from FeatureDB, as a user is exploring the image. caMicroscope also provides APIs that allow the programmatic creation of a presentation state. This is particularly useful when interfacing with FeatureVis, as it allows a user to use FeatureVis to create a cohort, using a combination of clinical and image feature attributes, and then inspect zoomed-in areas, where those features are evident. Such interactive back-and-forth between caMicroscope and FeatureVis allows for deeper understanding of the feature sets that a researcher or clinician may be studying.

3. Results

The feasibility of managing and interactively traversing a large collection of Radiomics and Pathomics feature sets was assessed by data generated from non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and from Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) cases.

The NSCLC dataset consists of 31 patients. CT images for these patients were retrieved from The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA). The whole slide tissue images (WSIs) stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E), molecular and epidemiological data for the same patients were downloaded from The Cancer Genome Atlas repository. Using Slicer [4], a board-certified Radiologist segmented tumor margins in the CT studies. Four features quantifying tumor intensity, shape, texture and wavelet texture were extracted for each patient. A level set based segmentation algorithm is employed to process the WSIs and extract nuclei[35]. To segment nuclei in a H&E stained histopathology image, the color of the image was normalized to a well stained template image in the L*a*b color space. Then, the Hematoxylin (stained on nuclei mainly) channel was extracted through a color decomposition process. After that, the optimal
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threshold in the hematoxylin channel was computed, and a localized region based level set method was used to determine the contour of each nucleus. In cases where several nuclei were clumped together, a hierarchical mean shift algorithm was used to separate the clump into individual nuclei. Seventeen intensity, size and shape features were computed for each segmented nucleus. The segmentation and feature computation steps were executed on a compute cluster by partitioning each WSI into tiles and processing tiles concurrently on multiple cluster nodes, as these steps are computationally expensive and can generate millions of nuclei.

Nucleus-level features were aggregated for each patient to compute 25% quartile, median, and 75% quartile values of each feature. These patient-level features were also stored in the database.

The GBM dataset is composed of 46 patients with MRI data available in the Cancer Imaging Archive. These patients were a subset of the Brain Tumor Segmentation Challenge (BraTS) challenge. Each patient had T1 pre and post-contrast images as well as T2 and FLAIR. Images were first run through the pre-processing pipeline that consisted of image normalization, registration and skull-stripping. The images were then segmented into 4 regions: enhancing tumor, core, edema and non-enhancing tumor. Features were extracted from each region included those based on shape, size, texture and margins. The WSIs and related genomic and outcome data were downloaded from the TCGA repository. The WSIs were analyzed using the same segmentation algorithm that was used for the NSCLC WSIs. The same set of seventeen features was computed for each segmented nucleus. Like the NSCLC analysis, the nucleus-level features were aggregated to compute 25% quartile, median, and 75% quartile values of each feature for each patient. The patient-level features were also stored in the database.

FeatureVis and caMicroscope are interfaced to the database to provide web-based graphical user interfaces for interactive exploration and visualization of the imaging features and to support grouping and selection of patient subsets for correlation with the genomic and outcomes data. The database for this
study and the web applications are accessible at the following URL: http://quip1.bmi.stonybrook.edu. The NSCLC and GBM databases for this study have 38M and 47M segmented nuclei, and 646M and 799M nucleus-level features, respectively, as well as all the patient-level features. FeatureVis provides multiple web-based interfaces for a user to interact with and explore a dataset. The user can start exploring patient-level feature values and linked genomic and survival data, as shown in Figure 3 for the NSCLC dataset. In this interface, the user can select and visualize relationships between multiple patient-level imaging features (in the figure, the Radiomics feature compactness and the Pathomics feature Elongation_median feature are selected) and genomic and survival data. Selecting a range of feature values, via sliders in the graphs in the middle, will select a subset of patients that have feature values in that range. The client program will update and visualize the genomic and survival data accordingly.

After a cohort of patients is selected, the user can drill down to the nucleus-level features for a patient. Figure 4 shows the interface for exploring the nucleus-level features generated from the whole slide tissue image(s) for a patient selected in the previous interface. In this example, patient TCGA-50-5066 was selected. The interface shows a cross-tabulated view of feature correlations. Clicking on a circle in the view on the left of the figure will display a scatter-plot of values for the selected two features. In this example, the scatter-plot displays the distribution of standard deviation in intensity of the Green channel within a nucleus and the size of the nucleus.

The user can select a sub-region in the scatter plot to generate a list of image patches. The middle of each image patch contains a segmented nucleus, the feature values of which are within the bounds of the sub-region selected in the scatter plot. Note that there may be thousands of nuclei that satisfy this condition. Displaying all the nuclei would create a huge and cluttered view. Instead, a subset of the nuclei and the corresponding image patches are randomly selected. To do this, the selected sub-region of the scatter plot is divided into 4x3 rectangular tiles. A nucleus is randomly selected in each tile. The resulting set of 12 image patches is displayed in the next interface as illustrated in Figure 5(a). Each image patch is linked to the source whole slide tissue image. If the user clicks on an image patch, the web application opens the caMicroscope interface with the source whole slide tissue image, centers the view such that the nucleus in

**Figure 5.** (a) Display of image patches for nuclei subsampled from the scatter plot in Figure 4. The yellow rectangle in each image patch indicates the location of the selected nucleus. (b) The viewing of the segmentation results. Each red polygon indicates the boundary of a segmented nucleus. This view is linked from the image patch view in (a). When the user clicks on an image patch, the caMicroscope interface is invoked such that the segmented nucleus in the image patch is placed in the middle of the viewing window.
the image patch is in the middle of the window. In this view, the user can select the algorithm, by which the image was analyzed, in order to visualize the segmentation results as polygons overlaid on the image. This interface is shown in Figure 5(b).

Figure 6. Feature visual analytics and exploration interfaces: (a) Patient-level features with molecular and outcome data. (b) Nucleus-level features. Visualization of image and segmentation results based on selections in the feature exploration interfaces: (c) Image patches containing segmented nucleus selected from the nucleus-level feature exploration interface. (d) Visualization of the whole slide tissue image and the segmentation results.

Figure 6 shows the same interfaces with the GBM dataset. The interfaces are driven by the data in the backend FeatureDB database; hence, the pull-down menus and selection options are updated based on data associated with a particular study. The user can view, query, and visualize relationships between multiple imaging features (from Radiology and Pathology data), relationships between imaging features and omics and patient survival data. The user can drill down to the images and segmentation results for each patient, explore nucleus-level features and view the results on images as in the NSCLC dataset.

4. Discussion

As the two example studies show Pathomics and Radiomics data can be very large. Even for a moderate size cohort, the number of segmented objects in whole slide tissue images was about 85M, and the total number of object-level features was close to 1.5 billion. Our data models and their implementations as
JSON documents allowed us to capture this information, and manage and index it in a NoSQL database. Interactive exploration of features and visualization of image data and whole slide tissue segmentation results were possible through a combination of server-side and client-side optimizations.

We plan to carry out a systematic component-level and end-to-end performance analysis of the system. Our current optimizations, nevertheless, provide interactive exploration rates. We have carefully created several compound indices on segmented objects based on common types of queries for data visualization and exploration. These indices allow for very rapid (in a fraction of a second in most cases) retrieval of objects within a view window for visualization of segmentation results. By adding a uniformly distributed random variable in each JSON document during the data load process, we were able to randomly select a subset of features for an image or a group of images efficiently. The application of modern web-technologies enabled us to push some of the computations to the web client, thus releasing the database server to rapidly respond to data selection queries. These optimizations enable search and retrieval of relevant data subsets within a few seconds. Our data loader programs are multi-threaded, in which multiple threads concurrently read, process, and load input analysis results files, and can achieve data loading rates of thousands of segmented objects and their features per second.

We have chosen JSON and NoSQL technologies for data management because of their flexibility in data modeling as well as their scalability and efficiency. We expect that additional data elements such as lab results data can be incorporated as new patient-level attributes for data exploration. We plan to look at extensions and additional data exploration capabilities that integrate such types of data in a future work.

Our work is a step towards more effective use of combined Radiomics and Pathomics data. FeatureVis and caMicroscope facilitate a multi-scale exploration of the feature data, from a cohort of patients and patient-level features to single images to features associated with segmented objects. They allow a user to create patient sub-groups as well as subsets of imaging features from Radiomics and Pathomics data. These data subsets could be queried and retrieved for use in downstream analyses. We believe the ability to rapidly explore image analysis results at multiple scales will be critical to more effectively studying and interpreting imaging features and linking them with molecular and clinical data. This would provide rich information that could be analyzed for disease diagnosis.

5. Conclusions

The ability to gain an intuitive understanding of how Radiology and Pathology derived features jointly relate to outcome and “omics” is of increasing interest to the cancer research community. The integration of Radiomics features with Pathomics features is critical to developing a 360 degree multiscale view of tumors. While a large variety and number of imaging features are produced and evaluated in imaging studies, at this time there is no integrated framework of methods and tools to enable coordinated curation, management, analysis and assessment of Radiology (Radiomics) and Pathology (Pathomics) imaging feature sets nor to support integrative analysis that combines these feature sets with molecular data to predict outcome and steer treatment. We present open source tools that allow researchers to explore these relationships. In this work, we have described a suite of tools for data management and interactive visual analytics. These tools provide a flexible data model and management system through the use of NoSQL technologies and web-based applications that take advantage of modern web-technologies (such as JavaScript) and implement client and server side optimizations to support interactive exploration of datasets with hundreds of millions of segmented objects and features. We present these tools in the context of two collections of linked TCGA Radiology/Pathology/“omics” data. These tools are being used in a variety of other contexts including development of a pilot virtual tissue repository for the NCI SEER Cancer Registry program, in collaboration with the NCI Center for Biomedical Informatics and Information Technology.
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